especially that sponsored by the London companies, has been much neglected, largely because so few of the records have been published. Lancashire's study is the product of much patient archival work in company records and other sources, and allows us for the first time to see elements of the bigger picture of performance in London brought together in a coherent narrative. The book is divided into two parts. The first covers the period from Roman times to 1410, taking especial account of the discovery in 1987-88 of a Roman amphitheatre underneath the present Guildhall in London. The second, covering 1410-1558, has chapters on company hall plays, John Lydgate's civic mummings, formal land entries into the city, water shows, the Midsummer Watch, and the Lord Mayor's Show. The book also includes two very useful appendices, one a table of royal entries, including information on their routes, and the other a selection of previously unpublished civic records. Sadly not included is Lancashire's list of London mayors and sheriffs to 1558, forthcoming as an appendix in Caroline Barron's The Government of London 1200-1500.
The book's major strength is Lancashire's capacity to combine close and detailed knowledge of records, bringing numerous new records to light, with an ability to provide a coherent and highly readable overview. The range of materials she discusses is tremendous, the annotation is rich and informative, and one ends the book with a sense for the first time of encountering some of the fullness of London's early theatrical history. As Lancashire points out, her book is the beginning, not the end of the process of building that history. It is to be hoped that future contributions to the process will be as scholarly and as fascinating as this one. To consider this text is to find oneself journeying into the dark backward and abyss of time, since the origin of the fables here translated is the Sanskrit Panchatantra (c 300-400 CE), which is, as one of its innumerable translators observed, the second most translated book after the Bible. The frame story of Panchatantra is the instruction of three stupid Brahmin princes by a court scholar, Vi·¥u ¶arma, who tells them a series of stories about animals which illustrate aspects of practical wisdom and the art of governance. While appearing to be an entertaining collection of beast fables, the text is in fact a 'mirror for princes.' Hence its enduring popularity hence, also, the fact that it has been subject to endless revision and interpolation Pahlevi by a Persian scholar, Burzoë, in the sixth century, who also expanded it: he is reflected in North's version as the learned 'Berozias' who brought a book of wisdom from the East to his master 'Anastres Castri' (the Shah Chosroes I Anushirvan). Burzoë's now-lost version was translated into Syriac, the Syriac was translated into Arabic, the Arabic into Spanish we have now reached the thirteenth century. In the centuries that followed, it was also translated into Greek, Hebrew, Latin, German, Danish, Icelandic, Dutch, Turkish, Hungarian, French, Malay, and many another tongue. It is thus a relatively late arrival in English.
The version which North translated is that of Anton Francesco Doni, a Florentine man of letters who became a printer, novelist, and academician in Venice. Doni was an intermittently successful hack writer, a popularizer, and in translating the Fables (from Spanish) he was presumably certain of a market for so enduringly popular a text. His is a cut-down and rehashed version of what was originally the first book: of his forty-one tales, eighteen came from the original Panchatantra, sixteen from Burzoë's reworking, and seven from later sources, two of them from Aesop.
North, most famous for his version of Plutarch, was one of the most industrious of Elizabethan translators, translating out of French, Spanish, and Italian, though probably most comfortable in French (the North family produced famous Orientalists in the seventeenth century, but Sir Thomas, in the work under consideration, was not reaching beyond his Italian source). As the editors make clear, his principal interest was in texts which indirectly advised rulers and their counsellors, hence his interest in Doni's compendium. His version of Bidpai is written in good, plain prose, telling the stories with a some degree of verve, and slowing to a more sententious discourse for his moral conclusions.
Beecher, Butler, and di Biase provide an admirable and scholarly introduction of nearly two hundred pages which covers, concisely and clearly, the early history of the text, Doni and his world, North and his world, the genre and purpose of the beast-fable, and the illustrated book in England. The text is also provided with a running gloss, set as footnotes. In this engaging and helpful book, twenty-eight academics draw on their pedagogical experience and scholarly expertise to provide advice about teaching English Renaissance plays. The pieces are concise and accessible, including useful information (editions of plays, a filmography, internet resources, source books for pictures) as well as teaching stories and
